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Task: Allegation A-268

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-150

Characterization: It is alleged that surface-mounted base plates for instrument
stands and tubing supports have not had grout placed beneath them by contractors
to provide an adequate contact surface.

Assessment of Allegation: In assessing this allegation, the NRC staff reviewed
the pertinent documents and discussed the issue with the alleger. The staff
determined that EBASCO had addressed this issue in a design change notice (DCN)
on November 15, 1982. This DCN resulted in deletion of the requirement that
li inches of grout be placed beneath any plate smaller than the P101 plate
(that is, smaller than 111" X 111"), unless no support ar;ea was avafiable. A
second DCN, issued on January 27, 1983, specifically exempted the B-430-type
supports and base plates from being subject to the requirements which had
been specified on the necessary contact or bearing area because these supports
were smaller than the P101 plate.

The alleger, in subsequent conversations with the NRC staff, disagreed with
the concept of allowing zero or nearly zero contact area for these base plates
which were allowed by these DCNs. The basis for the DCNs was an EBASCO
interoffice memorandum of October 18, 1982, which utilized engineering
judgment to allow the omission of any base plate criterion for the B-430-type
support because of the small loads involved.

The NRC staff decided to apply an objective standard to test this criterion
for the lightly loaded base plates rather than rely solely on Ebasco engineering
judgment. Accordingly, the staff reviewed details of various B-430-type support
and selected two 10" X 10" plates for sampling because they are nearly the largest
permitted under the criterion as not requiring any specific bearing area. One
sample allowed a maximum load of 50 lbs for the instrument it supports and
the other allowed a maximum of 150 lbs of dead load for tubing it supports.
Based on a simplified calculation, the NRC staff determined that if a
triangular load distribution were assumed over about one-half of the plate
to resist the compression force, the maximum stress under the worst-case load

: (a safe shutdown earthquake) would be approximately 10 psi for the first
j s aple and approximately 200 psi for the second.
,

Based on these extremely low values of bearing stress needed to resist the
applied load, the NRC staff concluded that while on the face of the statement
f rom the EBASCO memorandum (October 18,1982)"thatanybearingsurface
attained would be acce) table for the small loads involved," meaning a zero
bearing surface could se permitted, the practical realities are that a
10" X 10" bearing plate which is anchor bolted to a concrete surface will
be able to develop an equivalent bearing stress of only 200 psi. This would
be true even if that surface has rather gross irregularities (like 1" over
the10"). Therefore, the staff concluded that this item had neither safety
significance nor generic implications.
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Additionally, the NRC staff reviewed EBASCO nonconformance report (NCR) W3-6726
that addressed an EBASCO walkdown of piping hangers. EBASCO found that
7 of 200 did not meet the project criterion that there be a 4" X 4" bearing
surface around each expansion anchor. Based on this information, an inspection
was performed by EBASCO on an additional 410 base plates using a 1/32" gap
gauge to check for bearing contact. The results necessitated additional
analysis for five plates. The analysis resulted in the determination that the
plates were acceptable in the asbuilt condition. Based on this action,
the NRC staff concluded that LP&L has also adequately addressed a similar
concern that could arise on the more heavily loaded base plates.
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lPotential Violations: None.
6 ~
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Task: Allegation A-268

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-150
.
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| Characterization: It has-been alleged that surfacejmounted-bear 4ng plates for
'

istrumentstands757tubingsupportshavenothadgrout)qa.4pri&placedbeneath
a.svuha 3

t to provide an adequate contact surface.
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Assessment of Allegation: The NRC staff reviewed the pertinent documentsj

related-to-this-iteifand al# discussed the issue with the alleger. -It-was31d?f-
determined that Ebasco had addressed this issue in a esignchangenotice(DCN)
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A second DCN; 3
was issued on January 27, 1983,whiel specifically exempted the B-430; type
supports and base plates from being subjectm> to the requirements which had
been specified on the necessary contact or bearing area 88mn/Mu@'O
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The alleger in subsequent conversations,disagreec' hith the concept of allowingj

zero or nearly zero contact area for these base plates which hen allowed
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g ated October 18, 1982,which utilized engineering judgment to allow the
iM: omission of any' bearing criteria for the B-430-type support detaR because of+ ^

; the small load ' involved.
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determined that if a triangular load distribution were assumed over about
one-half of the plate to resist the compression force, the maximum stress under

SSN)s,o w ramu wom awould be approximht ly 10 psi for the first cas4gandwthe worst load case

approximately 200 ps forthesecongcase.-

cnb:|
Based on these extremely low values of bearing stress necessary to resist the

.M applied load,the NRC staff concluded that while on the face of the statement [m/h{
I( "that any bearing surface attained would be acceptable for the small loads M 'W'i

. m in 611 % WG).(y$
involved"3a zer bearing surface could be permitted, the practical realities
are that a 10" X 10" bearing plate which is anchor bolted to a concrete surface
v'enYt$t Uface has rather gross irregularities [(like 1" over the 10

will be able to develop an equivalent bearing stress of only 200 psi.#
Therefore,thestaffconcludedthatthisitemhad,Ysafetysignificanceh
generic implications.

Additionally,theNRCstaffreviewedanonconformancereport(NCRW3-6726)

related-to-this-subject-wMeh-a! r'ttenMaddressf an Ebasco walkdown of
NNthabk[uftedfEf ng 7 of 200 whbh did not meet the projectYpiping ha

om n,,y
criter a 4" X 4" bearing surface around each expansion anc B on.

asev ear
this i g ation.an inspection was perfo n an additional 410 us ng a 1/32"3

Ne"rYs#YtTn#'c"eYst'atepadditionalanalysisforgafgaeg
^

u e plates. The

analysisresultedindetermining)heplateswereacceptableintheas-built
condition. Based on this action,the NRC staft concluded that LP&L has also

,

adequately addressed a similar concern that could arise on the more heavily
loadedbNngplates.
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Potential Violations: None,
k

Actions Required: None.
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Task: Allegation A-268

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-150

Characterization: It is alleged that surface-mounted base plates for instrument
stands and tubing supports have not had grout placed beneath them by contractors

to provide an adequate contact surface.

Assessment of Alleaation: In assessing this allegation, the NRC staff reviewed

the pertinent documents and discussed the issue with the alleger. The staff
determined that Ebasco had addressed this issue in a design change notice (DCN)
on November 15, 1982. This DCN resulted in deletion of the requirement that
li inches of grout be placed beneath any plate of a size smaller than the P101
plate (i.e., smaller than 111" X 111"), unless no support area is available.
A second DCN, issued on January 27, 1983, specifically exempted the B-430-type

supports and base plates from being subject to the requirements which had
been specified on the necessary contact or bearing area because these support
are smaller than the P101 plate.

The alleger, in subsequent conversations with the NRC staff, disagreed with
the concept of allowing zero or nearly zero contact area for these base plates
which were allowed by these DCNs. The basis for the DCNs was an Ebasco
interoffice memorandum of October 18, 1982, which utilized engineering

judgment to allow the omission of any base plate criterion for the 8-430-type
support because of the small loads involved.

The NRC staff decided to apply an objective standard to test this criterion
for the lightly loaded base plates rather than rely solely on Ebasco engineering
judgement.

Accordingly, the staff reviewed details of various B-430-type support and
selected two 10" X 10" plates for sampling because they are nearly the largest
permitted under the criterion as not requiring any specific bearing area. One
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. sample allowed a maximum load of 50 lbs for the _ instrument it supports and
the-other allowed a maximum of 150 lbs of dead load for tubing it supports.
Based on a simplified calculation, the NRC- staff determined that if a-
triangular load distribution were assumed over about one-half of the. plate
to resist the compression force, the maximum stress under the worst load case

.(a safe shutdown earthquake) would be approximately 10 psi for the first
sample and approximately 200 psi for the second.

Based on these extremely low values of_ bearing stress needed to resist the
applied load, the NRC staff concluded that while on the face of the statement-
from the Ebasco memorandum (October 18, 1982) "that any bearing surface

attained would be acceptable for the small loads involved" meaning a zero
bearing surface could be permitted, the practical realities are that a
.10" X 10" bearing plate which is anchor bolted to a concrete surface will
be able to develop an equivalent bearing stress of only 200 psi. This would
be true even if that surface has rather gross irregularities (like 1" over

;the10"). Therefore, the staff concluded that this item had neither safety
significance nor generic implications.

Additionally, the NRC staff reviewed a nonconformance report (NCR W3-6726)
that addressed an Ebasco walkdown of piping hangers. Ebasco found that

- 7 of 200 did not meet the project criterion that there be a 4" X 4" bearing
surface around each expansion anchor. -Based on this infonnation an inspection
was performed by Ebasco on an additional 410 base plates using a 1/32" gap

- gage to check for bearing contact. The results necessitated additional
analysis for five plates. The analysis resulted in determining that the

,,

plates we're acceptable in the as-built condition. Based on this action
the NRC staff concluded that LP8L has also adequately addressed a similar

concerp that guld arise on the more heavily loaded base plates.
.- -

Potential Violations: None.-

L os -

Actions Rsquired: None., ''
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Task: Allegation A-268

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-150

Characterization: It is alleged that surface-mounted base plates for instrument
stands and tubing supports have not had grout placed beneath them by contractors

to provide an adequate contact surface.

Assessment of Alleoation: In assessing this allegation, the NRC staff reviewed

the pertinent documents and discussed the issue with the alleger. The staff
iaes

determined that Ebasco had addressed this issue in a design change notice (DCN) V

on November 15, 1982. This DCN resulted in deletion of the requirement that
11 inches of grout be placed beneath any plate cf : -f = smaller than the P101 /:
plate (k s'maller than 111" X 111"), unless no support areaYavailable. /
A second DCN, issued on January 27, 1983, specifically exempted the B-430-type

supports and base plates from being subject to the requirements which had
/been specified on the necessary contact or bearing area because these supporto

Esmaller than the P101 plate. /

The alleger, in subsequent conversations with the NRC staff, disagreed with
the concept of allowing zero or nearly zero contact area for these base plates
which were allowed by these DCNs. Thebas'isfortheDCNswasanEba3E$" )
interoffice memorandum of October 18, 1982, which utilized engineering

judgment to allow the omission of any base plate criterion for the B-430-type
support because of the small loads involved.

The NRC staff decided to apply an objective standard to test this criterionws
for the lightly loaded base plates rather than rely solely on Ebasco engineering /
judg\ ment. v/

v
( Accordingly, the staff reviewed details of various B-430-type suppor(and [

selected two 10" X 10" plates for sampling because they are nearly the largest
permitted under the criterion as not requiring any specific bearing area. One
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sample allowed a maximum load of 50 lbs for the instrument it supports and
the other allowed a maximum of 150 lbs of dead load for tubing it supports.
Based on a simplified calculation, the NRC staff determined that if a
triangular load distribution were assumed over about one-half of the plate j ,

toresistthecompressionforce,themaximumstressundertheworsthLcase)
(a safe shutdown earthquake) would be approximately 10 psi for the'first
sample and approximately 200 psi for the second.

Based on these extremely low values of bearing stress needed to resist the
applied load, the NRC staff concluded that while on the face of the statement
fromtheEbYs[comemorandum(October 18,1982) "that any bearing surface /
attained would be acceptable for the small loads involved" meaning a zero /

'

bearing surface could be permitted, the practical realities are that a
'

10" X 10" bearing plate which is anchor bolted to a concrete surface will
be able to develop an equivalent bearing stress of only 200 psi. This would
be true even if that surface has rather gross irregularities (like 1" over
the 10"). Therefore, the staff concluded that this item had neither safety
significance nor generic implications.

k
Additionally,theNRCstaffreviewedsnonconformancereport(NCR)W3-6726) ]'CbA5c.O

thataddressedanEba[s[c2walkdownofpipinghangers. Eb[scofoundthat /
7 of 200 did not meet the project criterion that there be a 4" X 4" bearing
surface around each expansion anchor. Based on this informationian inspection(vs
was performed by Ebas_co on an additional 410 base plates using a 1/32" gap

gage to check for bearing contact. The results necessitated.lwadditional-n a^

analysis for five plates. The analysis resulted in eterminhthatthe
plates were acceptable in the as-built condition. Based on this action /7
the NRC staff concluded that LP&L has also adequately addressed a similar

. concern that could arise on the more heavily loaded base plates.

Potential Violations: None

Actions Required: None.
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